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With any custom decorative glass project, the first step is developing samples. This process can sometimes be highly 

collaborative, and as such, can take some time. Our average lead times for custom samples are 10 working days, however 

this can vary for certain techniques. Samples are created in approximate sizes of 12”x12” or 6”x6”, these sizes can vary 

depending on polishing and other finishing techniques. If you require a very specific size please let us know along with 

the intended use of the sample (ie. for a mockup or other finished uses) as additional charges may apply.

 

We understand that sometimes artwork or colours need to be revised or adjusted in order to perfectly achieve the effect 

you were after. We do our best to accommodate these requests however we charge additional fees for revisions. 
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Back Painted

Etched, Carved and Patterned Mirror

Sample production lead time: Up to 15 business days (not including shipping or delivery)
Glass type and thickness
When indicating colour, please reference  a standard system such as RAL, Pantone, Benjamin Moore, Sherwin Williams or Dulux.
If you are in rush for a back painted glass sample we recommend taking your preferred paint chip colour and layering behind the 
specified glass. If you are in need of float glass to achieve this effect, we are happy to provide with you some in 4 business day.

Sample production lead time: 10 business days (not including shipping or celivery)
Glass type and thickness
Surface which technique will be applied
Finished vector artwork 
Indication as to which sections will be removed or etched
Patterned Mirror:

Visible from one side or two sides
Is the sample being laminated or back painted
*areas in which mirror is no longer visible will have slight frosted look
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Digitally Printed Glass

Laminated

Sample production lead time: 10 business days (not including shipping or delivery)
Glass type and thickness
Finished, full-scale, print-ready, CMYK, PDF
Visible from 1-side or 2-side 
Application of glass (wall cladding, partition, etc)
Indication of opacity, translucency, or transparency
Percentage of opacity 
If laminated, interlayer colour, opacity and material; EVA, SGP, Liquid

Sample production lead time: 10 business days (not including shipping or delivery)
Glass type and thickness
Type of lamination: EVA, SGP, Liquid 
Colour reference
Opacity reference
In combination with another technique

Clear Glass
Clear Mirror
Clear Velour Etch
Starphire Glass
Starphire Mirror
Low-Iron Glass
Low-Iron Mirror
Low-Iron Velour Etch 
Grey Glass
Grey Mirror
Bronze Glass
Bronze Mirror

3mm
4mm
5mm
6mm
10mm
12mm
15mm
19mm

Polishing
Holes
Notches
Shapes
Cut-Outs
CNC
Sandblasting

Maximum tempering size is 96” x 144” - 
However larger sizes are available upon 
request.
All templates must be a hard cardboard or 
plastic only, we do not accept paper 
templates.
Cutting tolerances are: 4-6mm...+/- 1/16”, 
8-12mm...+/- 1/8”, 15-19mm...+- 3/16”.
When ordering shapes, always list: base x 
left x right x top.

Float Glass, Thicknesses and Fabrication Techniques
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